Workshop Organizing Committees

Domain Driven Data Mining

**General Chair**
Philip S Yu, *University of Illinois at Chicago, USA*

**Workshop Co-chairs**
Longbing Cao, *University of Technology, Sydney, Australia*
Jean-Francois Boulicaut, *University of Lyon, France*
Shusaku Tsumoto, *Shimane University, Japan*

**Organizing Chair**
Yanchang Zhao, *University of Technology, Sydney, Australia*

**Web Master**
Xuchun Su, *University of Technology, Sydney, Australia*

Privacy Aspects of Data Mining

**Organizers**
Wei Jiang, *Missouri University of Science & Technology, USA*
Murat Kantarcioglu, *University of Texas at Dallas, USA*
Bradley Malin, *Vanderbilt University, USA*

Internet Multimedia Mining

**Workshop Co-chairs**
Xian-Sheng Hua, *Microsoft Research Asia, China*
Cees G.M. Snoek, *University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands*
Zhi-Hua Zhou, *Nanjing University, China*

**Dataset Chair**
Meng Wang, *Microsoft Research Asia, China*

Knowledge Discovery from Climate Data: Prediction, Extremes, and Impacts

**Organizers**
Nitesh V. Chawla, *University of Notre Dame, USA*
Auroop R. Ganguly, *Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA*
Vipin Kumar, *University of Minnesota, USA*
Michael Steinbach, *University of Minnesota, USA*
Karsten Steinhaeuser, *University of Notre Dame and Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA*

Large-Scale Data Mining: Theory and Applications

**Organizers**
Chid Apte, *IBM TJ Watson, USA*
Yan Liu, *IBM TJ Watson, USA*
Jimeng Sun, *IBM TJ Watson, USA*
Jie Tang, *Tsinghua University, China*
Optimization-Based Methods for Emerging Data Mining Problems

General Co-chairs
Chris Ding, University of Texas at Arlington, USA
Shi Yong, University of Nebraska at Omaha, USA

Program Co-chairs
Tao Li, Florida International University, USA
Fei Wang, Florida International University, USA

Transfer Mining
Organizers
Qiang Yang, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong
Philip S. Yu, University of Illinois at Chicago, USA
Gui-Rong Xue, Shanghai Jiaotong University, China
Sinno Jialin Pan, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong

Semantic Aspects in Data Mining
Organizers
Vania Bogorny, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
Hui Xiong, Rutgers, USA
Chiara Renso, ISTI-CNR Pisa, Italy

Mining Multiple Information Sources
Organizers
Ruoming Jin, Kent State University, USA
Xingquan Zhu, UTS & Florida Atlantic University, USA
Haixun Wang, Microsoft Research, USA

Spatial and Spatiotemporal Data Mining
General Co-chairs
Shashi Shekar, University of Minnesota, USA
Peggy Agouris, George Mason University, USA

Program Co-chairs
Ranga Raju Vatsavai, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
Guido Cervone, George Mason University, USA
Jessica Lin, George Mason University, USA
Jin Soung Yoo, Indiana University - Purdue University, USA

Government, Industry and Publicity Chairs
Budhendra Bhaduri, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
Milind Deshpande, IBM T.J. Watson Research Lab, USA
Hui Xiong, Rutgers University, USA

Local Chair
Tao Li, Florida International University, USA